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Ed Rowland: Walmart enters  
omni-channel marketing world                                                     
Walmart has long been a model of bricks & mortar 

success, changing the retail landscape in the US, and to 

a certain degree across the world. Meanwhile, Amazon 

became the e-commerce equivalent, and more. Amazon 

founder Jeff Bezos once famously said that the Prime 

subscription was an effort to build a moat around 

Amazon consumers. Slowly, Walmart is starting to attack 

the e-commerce moat. And there’s a challenge: Amazon 

continues to build a deeper moat.

Make no mistake the present Amazon moat is deep  

and wide. Walmart is still 10x smaller that Amazon  

in the e-commerce world, according to eMarketer.com,  

but progress is being made. Central to the strategy has 

been a very targeted “house of specialties” approach 

leveraging the September 2016 $3.3bn Jet.com 

acquisition. Jet.com has served as an overall platform. 

Prior to the Walmart acquisition, Jet.com had bought 

indoor / outdoor décor site Hayneedle.com in February 

2016 (value of deal unknown). Following ownership by 

Walmart, it bought Shoebuy.com for $70mn in January 

2017, the active clothing retailer Moosejaw.com for 

around $51mn in February 2017, and apparel site 

Modcloth.com for between $51-75mn in March 2017. In 

2018, Walmart hit its stride with online click-and-collect 

grocery and overall e-commerce volume exceeding 40%.

Jet.com has served Walmart well but was perhaps losing 

its own identity within the retail giant. Over the past 

2 years, Jet.com traffic has fallen fourfold. A reset was 

needed. In Q4 of 2018, Walmart repositioned Jet.com as 

an urban solution with faster delivery, new wider offerings, 

more personalisation and localisation using New York 

City as a test. The longer-term strategy is sound; Walmart 

has few or no stores in many urban areas. Marketing 

investments will support the larger Walmart.com while  

Jet.com grows the Walmart urban potential. It will be  

(and already is) a smaller brand that will not receive  

the same level of marketing funds as it did in 2016. 

A reorganisation was in order and in June 2019  

Walmart announced that Jet.com was being folded 

into Walmart.com. Joint teams encompassing retail, 

technology, marketing, analytics and products will  

report to Marc Lore, founder of Jet.com and CEO  

of Walmart eCommerce US. 

In its earlier years, Jet.com recruited healthcare brand 

owners and “didn’t even mention price.” Instead, Walmart 

took a page out of Amazon’s playbook with an efficiency 

focus by squeezing shipment costs, offering credit card 

discounts and waiving return charges. In all, Walmart  

was building its own Amazon Prime-type moat.

Walmart may need a bigger moat; Amazon’s advertising 

strength has made the task even tougher. Indeed, Walmart 

acquired Polymorph Labs in April 2019 (for an undisclosed 

amount) to help scale up that business. Amazon leverages 

search advertising but there may be a structural way to 

drain the moat. Amazon competes with its own advertisers 

and increasingly goes up directly against paid ads with its 

own private label items. That’s not a sustainable approach. 

Today’s numbers are formidable as Amazon’s advertising 

business is now annually $11bn (up from “only” $3.3bn 

in 2017) and even Google is feeling the effect. Major 

advertising agencies are increasingly funnelling ad budgets 

to Amazon on behalf of their clients. The challenge for 

Walmart has increased its e-commerce share but remains 
small vs Amazon according to eMarketer.com
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Walmart and Google: Amazon can show when ads lead 

to e-purchases as it is literally and figuratively a one-stop 

shop. But Walmart may have an answer.

The challenge distills down to monetising shopper data. 

Polymorph is really an advertising technology company. 

Online ads become more valuable when shopper data is 

leveraged. This is exactly what Walmart intends to do on 

a huge scale. And it can do so on an omni-channel basis. 

Amazingly Polymorph was only founded in 2013 and 

has fewer than 50 total employees. What it does have 

is proven technology developed over the past 5 years. 

Polymorph (including the two founders) will sit inside 

Walmart Media Group, the in-house advertising division. 

Ad sales for both bricks & mortar AND web traffic are 

now under one roof. Polygraph brings the bundling of a 

high-speed ad server, a self-serve interface and server-side 

header bidding. Walmart is truly entering the omni-

channel marketing world. Targeting can move seamlessly 

between channels. No one else has this possibility. 

In-store shopping behavior will meet cost per click, 

impression and conversion. Data can and will be 

integrated at scale. For the first time, brand owners will 

know if someone saw a Walmart.com (or other platform 

ads) and then purchased the product in-store or online. 

And major brand owners will negotiate with one internal 

Walmart group. Expect Walmart to quickly gain in the 

advertising race. And over time, Walmart may just build  

its own unique moat.
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